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PROJECT DETAILS

 Pre-installation survey

 Design of furniture & layout

 2D & 3D drawings provided

 Design, fabrication & installation of 
IPS units

 Close liaison with site team

 Manufacture of furniture

 Dedicated project manager

 Installation of all fitted furniture

 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Installation of furniture for 10 
new research laboratories
 

VALUE  £56k 

CLIENT 

Bruntwood

DURATION OF WORK 
6 weeks 

Tel: 0161 998 9726 
email: sales@klicktechnology.co.uk 
www.klicktechnology.co.uk  

Trespa worktops & shelving

Mobile lab tables with heavy duty levelling castors

IPS unit & mobile lab table

Klick Technology, Claverton Road, Wythenshawe, Manchester M23 9FT. Telephone 0161 998 9726, email sales@klicktechnology.co.uk  www.klicktechnology.co.uk  

Lab Furniture for 10 Research Laboratories 

Fixed laboratory perimeter benching

“Since the very first meeting, Klick have been extremely pro-active in helping us to develop a number of our laboratory facilities. This high level 
of service has continued through all their departments, Design, Operations, Manufacture, Installation and After Sales. Klick’s lab furniture is of 
excellent quality and by combining fitted storage units with mobile laboratory furniture we can offer increased flexibility for our laboratory 
customers. On occasion we have made some very late changes and requests, which Klick have never failed to meet.  Despite some challenges 
their installation team have always worked extremely well with all the other contractors on site.

Bruntwood have developed a great partnership with Klick, who keep us well informed and are always proactive in finding solutions.”

Building Surveyor, Bruntwood

PROJECT BRIEF

THE RESULTS

Klick were awarded the contract to supply and install the laboratory furniture for 
10 research labs.  Our designers worked closely with Bruntwood, collaborating with 
their site team to establish the specification of the furniture.  The layouts were refined 
before submitting CAD drawings for approval.

A key part of the design solution was to provide mobile lab tables with heavy duty 
levelling castors.  These tables are supplied with Trespa worktops and provide a stable 
platform for a variety of high intensity laboratory processes.

Our product designers had input throughout the initial stages of the project and layouts 
were developed using a modular system.  Fixed furniture was included to provide storage 
and fitted laboratory benching to accommodate any heavy equipment.  

The furniture was required within a very short lead-time to accommodate the client’s 
time frame. Klick’s installation team collaborated closely with Bruntwood, keeping them 
constantly updated on fitting dates and working together to expedite the completion of 
the labs.

Laboratory Furniture Installation

Mobile Lab Tables

Mobile laboratory benches allow for complete flexibility for the lab end user.  Clients can 
relocate units depending on staffing numbers and workflow requirements.  

The project was delivered on time and to budget and Bruntwood were delighted with the 
finished quality of the new facility.


